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"Scientific analysis intersects with flat-out fandom. [Gould] could write, he was
funny, and he loved, loved baseball."—Booklist Science meets sport in this vibrant
collection of baseball essays by the late evolutionary biologist.Among Stephen Jay
Gould's many gifts was his ability to write eloquently about baseball, his great
passion. Through the years, the renowned paleontologist published numerous
essays on the sport; these have now been collected in a volume alive with the
candor and insight that characterized all of Gould's writing. Here are his thoughts
on the complexities of childhood streetball and the joys of opening day; tributes to
Mickey Mantle, Babe Ruth, and lesser-knowns such as deaf-mute centerfielder
"Dummy" Hoy; and a frank admission of the contradictions inherent in being a
lifelong Yankees fan with Red Sox season tickets. Gould also deftly applies the
tools of evolutionary theory to the demise of the .400 hitter, the Abner Doubleday
creation myth, and the improbability of Joe DiMaggio's 56-game hitting streak. This
book is a delight, an essential addition to Gould's remarkable legacy, and a fitting
tribute to his love for the game.

Dinosaur in a Haystack
From fads to fungus, baseball to beeswax, Gould always circles back to the great
themes of time, change, and history, carrying readers home to the centering
theme of evolution.
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The Dialectical Biologist
The definitive refutation to the argument of The Bell Curve. When published in
1981, The Mismeasure of Man was immediately hailed as a masterwork, the
ringing answer to those who would classify people, rank them according to their
supposed genetic gifts and limits. And yet the idea of innate limits—of biology as
destiny—dies hard, as witness the attention devoted to The Bell Curve, whose
arguments are here so effectively anticipated and thoroughly undermined by
Stephen Jay Gould. In this edition Dr. Gould has written a substantial new
introduction telling how and why he wrote the book and tracing the subsequent
history of the controversy on innateness right through The Bell Curve. Further, he
has added five essays on questions of The Bell Curve in particular and on race,
racism, and biological determinism in general. These additions strengthen the
book's claim to be, as Leo J. Kamin of Princeton University has said, "a major
contribution toward deflating pseudo-biological 'explanations' of our present social
woes."

Adam's Navel
The world’s most revered and eloquent interpreter of evolutionary ideas offers
here a work of explanatory force unprecedented in our time—a landmark
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publication, both for its historical sweep and for its scientific vision. With
characteristic attention to detail, Stephen Jay Gould first describes the content and
discusses the history and origins of the three core commitments of classical
Darwinism: that natural selection works on organisms, not genes or species; that it
is almost exclusively the mechanism of adaptive evolutionary change; and that
these changes are incremental, not drastic. Next, he examines the three critiques
that currently challenge this classic Darwinian edifice: that selection operates on
multiple levels, from the gene to the group; that evolution proceeds by a variety of
mechanisms, not just natural selection; and that causes operating at broader
scales, including catastrophes, have figured prominently in the course of evolution.
Then, in a stunning tour de force that will likely stimulate discussion and debate for
decades, Gould proposes his own system for integrating these classical
commitments and contemporary critiques into a new structure of evolutionary
thought. In 2001 the Library of Congress named Stephen Jay Gould one of
America’s eighty-three Living Legends—people who embody the “quintessentially
American ideal of individual creativity, conviction, dedication, and exuberance.”
Each of these qualities finds full expression in this peerless work, the likes of which
the scientific world has not seen—and may not see again—for well over a century.

The Well-Dressed Ape
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An Urchin in the Storm: Essays about Books and Ideas
Lively and fascinating. . . . Gould] writes beautifully about science and the wonders
of nature. Tracy Kidder

Wonderful Life: The Burgess Shale and the Nature of History
Essays exploring the nature of evolution

Crossing Over
Plugged by no fewer than twenty-five dams, the Colorado is the world's most
regulated river drainage. The Colorado River provides most of the water supply of
Las Vegas, Tucson, and San Diego, and much of the power and water of Los
Angeles and Phoenix, cities that are home to more than 25 million people. If it
ceased flowing, the water held in its reservoirs might hold out for three to four
years, but after that it would be necessary to abandon most of southern California
and Arizona, and much of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming. For the entire
American Southwest the Colorado is indeed the river of life, which makes it all the
more tragic and ironic that by the time it approaches its final destination, it has
been reduced to a shadow upon the sand, its delta dry and deserted, its flow a
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toxic trickle seeping into the sea. In this remarkable blend of history, science, and
personal observation, acclaimed author Wade Davis tells the story of America's
Nile, how it once flowed freely and how human intervention has left it near
exhaustion, altering the water temperature, volume, local species, and shoreline of
the river Theodore Roosevelt once urged us to "leave it as it is.” Yet despite a
century of human interference, Davis writes, the splendor of the Colorado lives on
in the river's remaining wild rapids, quiet pools, and sweeping canyons. The story
of the Colorado River is the human quest for progress and its inevitable if
unintended effects—and an opportunity to learn from past mistakes and foster the
rebirth of America's most iconic waterway. A beautifully told story of historical
adventure and natural beauty, River Notes is a fascinating journey down the river
and through mankind's complicated and destructive relationship with one of its
greatest natural resources.

The Lying Stones Of Marrakech
"What pleasure to see the dishonest, the inept, and the misguided deftly given
their due, while praise is lavished on the deserving—for reasons well and truly
stated."—Kirkus Reviews Ranging as far as the fox and as deep as the hedgehog
(the urchin of his title), Stephen Jay Gould expands on geology, biological
determinism, "cardboard Darwinism," and evolutionary theory in this sparkling
collection.
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The Panda's Thumb
A study of the Burgess Shale, a sea bed 530 million years old, and attempts to
tackle what the findings are and what it means

Ever Since Darwin: Reflections in Natural History
Describes the physical features and behaviors of dragons and unicorns.

Bully for Brontosaurus
In this new edition of Questioning the Millennium, best-selling author Stephen Jay
Gould applies his wit and erudition to one of today's most pressing subjects: the
significance of the millennium. In 1950 at age eight, prompted by an issue of Life
magazine marking the century's midpoint, Stephen Jay Gould started thinking
about the approaching turn of the millennium. In this beautiful inquiry into time
and its milestones, he shares his interest and insights with his readers.
Refreshingly reasoned and absorbing, the book asks and answers the three major
questions that define the approaching calendrical event. First, what exactly is this
concept of a millennium and how has its meaning shifted? How did the name for a
future thousand-year reign of Jesus Christ on earth get transferred to the passage
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of a secular period of a thousand years in current human history? When does the
new millennium really begin: January 1, 2000, or January 1, 2001? (Although
seemingly trivial, the debate over this issue tells an intriguing story about the
cultural history of the twentieth century.) And why must our calendars be so
complex, leading to our search for arbitrary regularity, including a fascination with
millennia? This revised edition begins with a new and extensive preface on a key
subject not treated in the original version. As always, Gould brings into his essays a
wide range of compelling historical and scientific fact, including a brief history of
millennial fevers, calendrical traditions, and idiosyncrasies from around the world;
the story of a sixth-century monk whose errors in chronology plague us even
today; and the heroism of a young autistic man who has developed the
extraordinary ability to calculate dates deep into the past and the future. Ranging
over a wide terrain of phenomena--from the arbitrary regularities of human
calendars to the unpredictability of nature, from the vagaries of pop culture to the
birth of Christ--Stephen Jay Gould holds up the mirror to our millennial passions to
reveal our foibles, absurdities, and uniqueness--in other words, our humanity. From
the Hardcover edition.

The Book of Life
In his final book, Gould offers a surprising and nuanced study of the complex
relationship between our two great ways of knowing: science and the humanities,
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twin realms of knowledge that have been divided against each other for far too
long.

Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes
As always in his popular writing, Gould conveys the ideas that science
professionals exchange among themselves, minus only the technical jargon. In the
title essay, he details his grandfather's journey from Hungary to America, and in a
moving epilogue that has been hailed as a powerful testament, Gould writes about
September 11.

Full House
Collects forty-four key segments from the late paleontologist and evolutionary
biologist's books, papers, and essays, in a collection that includes an assortment of
previously unpublished articles and speeches.

Did Somebody Step on a Duck?
Photographs and essays affirm the authors' theory that science and art
complement each other, and dispute the popular opinion that the two subjects
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clash in opposition.

I Have Landed
"Gould himself is a rare and wonderful animal—a member of the endangered
species known as the ruby-throated polymath. . . . [He] is a leading theorist on
large-scale patterns in evolution . . . [and] one of the sharpest and most humane
thinkers in the sciences." --David Quammen, New York Times Book Review

Wormwood Forest
This impolite, aromatic, and incredibly erudite flatulence compendium will astound
you with: • The recent discovery of the world’s oldest joke, a proverb from the Old
Babylonian period, that turned out to be—that’s right, folks—a fart joke. • A new
reading of Emily Dickinson’s poetry that “reveals” the true meaning behind “They
Have a Little Odor.” • A harrowing account of Apollo astronauts getting inner-space
gas from hydrogen bubbles in their drinking water on their way to the moon. • The
other Tiger Woods scandal—this one involving a mysterious cheek-squeak
recorded while Tiger sized up an approach shot at the 2009 Buick Open. • A
scientist who built the world’s biggest whoopee cushion and lived to tell about it . .
. . . . and many more wacky but true tales from the fart historian who brought you
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the best-selling Who Cut the Cheese? and its combustible sequel, Blame It on the
Dog. In this incomparable collection you’ll experience firsthand the Jungian
implications of farting, the environmental import of “flatulence cards” in the
carbon-offset market, and the brutally honest social commentary of a man whose
office chair broadcasts his farts on Twitter. After reading this book you’ll proudly
proclaim, “I fart, therefore I am.” From the Trade Paperback edition.

River Notes
Eight Little Piggies: Reflections in Natural History
"Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny" was Haeckel's answer to 19th-century
biology's most vexing question: what is the relationship between individual
development and the evolution of species and lineages? Gould documents the
history of the idea of recapitulation from its first appearance among the preSocratics to its fall in the early 20th century.

Bully for Brontosaurus
A collection of thirty-five essays--representing the best of the column "This View of
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Life" from "Natural History" magazine--focuses on the themes of evolution and of
the innumerable oddities of nature

Leonardo's Mountain of Clams and the Diet of Worms
In this vivid and captivating journey through the colors of an artist’s palette,
Victoria Finlay takes us on an enthralling adventure around the world and through
the ages, illuminating how the colors we choose to value have determined the
history of culture itself. How did the most precious color blue travel all the way
from remote lapis mines in Afghanistan to Michelangelo’s brush? What is the
connection between brown paint and ancient Egyptian mummies? Why did Robin
Hood wear Lincoln green? In Color, Finlay explores the physical materials that color
our world, such as precious minerals and insect blood, as well as the social and
political meanings that color has carried through time. Roman emperors used to
wear togas dyed with a purple color that was made from an odorous Lebanese
shellfish–which probably meant their scent preceded them. In the eighteenth
century, black dye was called logwood and grew along the Spanish Main. Some of
the first indigo plantations were started in America, amazingly enough, by a
seventeen-year-old girl named Eliza. And the popular van Gogh painting White
Roses at Washington’s National Gallery had to be renamed after a researcher
discovered that the flowers were originally done in a pink paint that had faded
nearly a century ago. Color is full of extraordinary people, events, and
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anecdotes–painted all the more dazzling by Finlay’s engaging style. Embark upon a
thrilling adventure with this intrepid journalist as she travels on a donkey along
ancient silk trade routes; with the Phoenicians sailing the Mediterranean in search
of a special purple shell that garners wealth, sustenance, and prestige; with
modern Chilean farmers breeding and bleeding insects for their viscous red blood.
The colors that craft our world have never looked so bright. From the Hardcover
edition.

The Richness of Life
When a titanic explosion ripped through the Number Four reactor at the Chernobyl
Nuclear Plant in 1986, spewing flames and chunks of burning, radioactive material
into the atmosphere, one of our worst nightmares came true. As the news
gradually seeped out of the USSR and the extent of the disaster was realized, it
became clear how horribly wrong things had gone. Dozens died - two from the
explosion and many more from radiation illness during the following months - while
scores of additional victims came down with acute radiation sickness. Hundreds of
thousands were evacuated from the most contaminated areas. The prognosis for
Chernobyl and its environs - succinctly dubbed the Zone of Alienation - was grim.
Today, 20 years after the worst nuclear power plant accident in history, intrepid
journalist Mary Mycio dons dosimeter and camouflage protective gear to explore
the world's most infamous radioactive wilderness. As she tours the Zone to report
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on the disaster's long-term effects on its human, faunal, and floral inhabitants, she
meets pockets of defiant local residents who have remained behind to survive and
make a life in the Zone. And she is shocked to discover that the area surrounding
Chernobyl has become Europe's largest wildlife sanctuary, a flourishing - at times
unearthly - wilderness teeming with large animals and a variety of birds, many of
them members of rare and endangered species. Like the forests, fields, and
swamps of their unexpectedly inviting habitat, both the people and the animals are
all radioactive. Cesium-137 is packed in their muscles and strontium-90 in their
bones. But quite astonishingly, they are also thriving. If fears of the Apocalypse
and a lifeless, barren radioactive future have been constant companions of the
nuclear age, Chernobyl now shows us a different view of the future. A vivid blend
of reportage, popular science, and illuminating encounters that explode the myths
of Chernobyl with facts that are at once beautiful and horrible, Wormwood Forest
brings a remarkable land - and its people and animals - to life to tell a unique story
of science, surprise and suspense.

The Hedgehog, the Fox, and the Magister's Pox
In 1972 Stephen Jay Gould took the scientific world by storm with his paper on
punctuated equilibrium. Challenging a core assumption of Darwin's theory of
evolution, it launched the controversial idea that the majority of species originates
in geological moments (punctuations) and persists in stasis. Now, thirty-five years
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later, Punctuated Equilibrium offers his only book-length testament on a theory he
fiercely promoted, repeatedly refined, and tirelessly defended.

Punctuated Equilibrium
Scientists act within a social context and from a philosophical perspective that is
inherently political. Whether they realize it or not, scientists always choose sides.
The Dialectical Biologist explores this political nature of scientific inquiry,
advancing its argument within the framework of Marxist dialectic. These essays
stress the concepts of continual change and codetermination between organism
and environment, part and whole, structure and process, science and politics.
Throughout, this book questions our accepted definitions and biases, showing the
self-reflective nature of scientific activity within society.

Abbott H. Thayer
Discusses the causes and mechanisms of extinction, drawing on the fields of
paleontology and statistics to chronicle the histories of extinct species

The Flamingo's Smile: Reflections in Natural History
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The value of nothing is explored in rich detail as the author reaches back as far as
the ancient Sumerians to find evidence that humans have long struggled with the
concept of zero, from the Greeks who may or may not have known of it, to the East
where it was first used, to the modern-day desktop PC, which uses it as an
essential letter in its computational alphabet.

Illuminations
"There is no scientist today whose books I look forward to reading with greater
anticipation of enjoyment and enlightenment than Stephen Jay Gould."—Martin
Gardner Among scientists who write, no one illuminates as well as Stephen Jay
Gould doesthe wonderful workings of the natural world. Now in a new volume of
collected essays—his sixth since Ever Since Darwin—Gould speaks of the
importance of unbroken connections within our own lives and to our
ancestralgenerations. Along with way, he opens to us the mysteries of fish tails,
frog calls, and other matters, and shows once and for all why we must take notice
when a seemingly insignificant creature is threatened, like the land snail Partula
from Moorea, whose extinction he movingly relates.

Dragons and Unicorns
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An illustrated natural history of the Earth and its denizens combines paintings,
drawings, and computer-generated images with a chronicle of the world's
variegated organisms and species.

Ontogeny and Phylogeny
More than any other modern scientists, Stephen Jay Gould has opened up to
millions the wonders of evolutionary biology. His genius as an essayist lies in his
unmatched ability to use his knowledge of the world, including popular culture, to
illuminate the realm of science. Ever Since Darwin, Stephen Jay Gould's first book,
has sold more than a quarter of a million copies. Like all succeeding collections by
this unique writer, it brings the art of the scientific essay to unparalleled heights.

Triumph and Tragedy in Mudville: A Lifelong Passion for
Baseball
Photographs of animal exhibits from natural history museums show the various
textures of nature, and are accompanied by brief discussions of the significance of
each display

Color
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"There is no scientist today whose books I look forward to reading with greater
anticipation of enjoyment and enlightenment than Stephen Jay Gould."—Martin
Gardner Among scientists who write, no one illuminates as well as Stephen Jay
Gould doesthe wonderful workings of the natural world. Now in a new volume of
collected essays—his sixth since Ever Since Darwin—Gould speaks of the
importance of unbroken connections within our own lives and to our
ancestralgenerations. Along with way, he opens to us the mysteries of fish tails,
frog calls, and other matters, and shows once and for all why we must take notice
when a seemingly insignificant creature is threatened, like the land snail Partula
from Moorea, whose extinction he movingly relates.

The Nothing that is
DID YOU KNOW THAT • we have more hair follicles than a chimpanzee • a male
boxer in top condition can punch with the force of a thirteen-pound mallet swung
at twenty miles an hour • the best human endurance runners can outlast a horse •
one odor above all is sexually stimulating to the human male: cinnamon buns • our
home-building skills compare nicely with those of the bagworm With dry wit and
penetrating insight, science journalist Hannah Holmes casts the eye of a trained
researcher and reporter on . . . herself. And on our whole species. She compares
the biology and behavior of humans with that of other creatures, exploring how the
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human animal fits into the natural world. Holmes also reveals the ways in which
Homo sapiens stands apart from other mammals (and all other animals) in ways
that are alternately admirable and devastating. Deftly mixing personal stories with
the latest scientific research, Hannah Holmes has fashioned an engaging field
guide to that oddest and most fascinating of primates: ourselves.

Bully for Brontosaurus: Reflections in Natural History
Gould shows why a more accurate way of understanding our world is to look at a
given subject within its own context, to see it as a part of a spectrum of variation
and then to reconceptualize trends as expansion or contraction of this “full house”
of variation, and not as the progress or degeneration of an average value, or single
thing.

The Mismeasure of Man (Revised and Expanded)
Eight Little Piggies: Reflections in Natural History
Essays from the author's column This view of life, published in Natural history.
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The Structure of Evolutionary Theory
"Provocative and delightfully discursive essays on natural history. . . . Gould is the
Stan Musial of essay writing. He can work himself into a corkscrew of ideas and
improbable allusions paragraph after paragraph and then, uncoiling, hit it with
such power that his fans know they are experiencing the game of essay writing at
its best."--John Noble Wilford, New York Times Book Review

Dawkins Vs. Gould
A revised and updated edition of a title exploring the battle between evolutionary
theory's biggest names. Known as one of the firecest battles in science Dawkins
and Gould and their supporters have argued over evolution, for over twenty years,
and continue, despite Gould's death. Kim Sterelny exposes the real differences
between the conceptions of evolution of these two leading scientists. He shows
that the conflict extends beyond evolution to their very beliefs in science itself.

Bully for Brontosaurus
This unique volume of 21 recent essays published in "Natural History" magazine
consciously formulates a humanistic natural history, telling how humans have
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learned to study and understand nature, rather than a history of nature itself. 41
illustrations.

Questioning the Millennium
Stephen Jay Gould's writing remains the modern standard by which popular
science writing is judged. Ever since the late 1970s up until till his death in 2002,
his monthly essay in Natural History and his full-length books bridged the yawning
gap between science and wider culture. In this fascinating new collection of essays
from Natural History, Gould applied biographical perspectives to the illumination of
key scientific concepts and their history, ranging from the origins of palaeontology
to modern eugenics and genetic engineering. The essays brilliantly illuminate and
elucidate the puzzles and paradoxes great and small that have fuelled the
enterprise of science and opened our eyes to a world of unexpected wonders.
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